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The courses of Modern Greek at the University of the Aegean are given in the context of the pedagogical offer of the School of Social Sciences. They are

addressed mainly to students, professors and researchers taking part in programs of the European Union. Although some immigrants-refugees started attending

Greek classes more than a decade ago, it was only in 2016 that the number of migrants and refugees wanting to learn Greek increased significantly. They

attend the same Greek classes followed by Erasmus so there are not separate classes for them. Before the beginning of each semester, applications are

assessed and groups are formed, taking account the level of the applicants. The number of participants being limited to a maximum of 12-15 pupils. The courses

follow the academic calendar, totalling 13 teaching weeks per semester. The total number of weekly classes is 6 for the lower levels (A-0, A-1, A2) and 4 for all

other levels. The University of Aegean cannot issue any certificate attesting the knowledge of Modern Greek. However, it is officially recognized by the Centre

for the Greek Language.

The participants fill in an application before the course. The application

asks questions about their profile, but also about the reasons why they

want to learn Greek and what they expect most from the language

courses. This allow us to collect a lot of information about the students

and the goals they have, so that the courses can be planned according
to the profile and the needs of the students

The profile of the migrants – refugees students after 2015 The profile of Erasmus students after 2015

Teaching methods
Our teaching methods are based on the latest theories of learning and

teaching foreign languages (communicative approach, work-oriented

teaching, situational learning, collaborative learning, language games).

Grammar and vocabulary are also presented in a simulative and

communicative context. The communication language competences,

the sociolinguistic competences and the cultural competences are all

developed and given equal weight. However, since oral communication

is seen as a priority, teaching is mainly based on communicative

methods. Our methods involve the use of activities such as: working in

small groups or in pairs, role-play, activities of social interaction,

improvisation and dialogues, out-of-class tasks, etc.

Material
Besides the basic teaching material (bibliography and note taking),

everything that is interesting and/or useful can be used as a teaching

resource (objects, posters, artistic crafts, etc.), cultural and intercultural

elements, as well as the Internet (websites, video, etc.). Everything that

can help the practical communication needs of the participants.

Evaluation
Evaluation activities are conducted on a weekly basis and alternative

evaluation approaches are used based on: diaries, students’ folder,

peer assessment, language games, drama, debates, etc.

A final written examination is taken at the end of the programme to

evaluate the 4 language skills (comprehension and production both at

oral and written level)

Strengths
1. Stimulating academic environment

2. Collaboration with students from different

countries in and out of the class.

3. Development of intercultural communicative

competence. Learning with students with

very different cultural backgrounds.

Weaknesses
1. The schedule (not so intense and therefore

not challenging enough)

2. The way to the University. Too long and too

expensive especially for those who live in

Moria.

3. Low attendance.

Opportunities
1. The development and acquisition of

intercultural competences (e.g, non-linguistic

elements).

2. The opportunity to make friends outside their

community

Age Country of origin Education Foreign languages

20-35 5 from Afghanistan

4 from Syria

3 from Iran

1 from Africa 

9 secondary education

3 BA

1 MA

More than one language besides 

the mother tongue

Farsi, Dari, Arabic, 

English, French, German

Age Country of origin Education Foreign languages

20-30

Turkey

Italy

Germany

France

Britain

Romania

BA

MA

PD

More than one 

languages besides 

the mother tongue

English, Italian, 

French, German, 

Spanish

Goals of Erasmus 

1. Communication skills (speaking, listening,

reading , writing) for everyday life

2. Understand Greek culture

3. Academic purposes

Goals of  migrants - refugees

1. Communication skills,

because they need to stay in 

Greece

2. Make use their free time

3. Find a job

4. Carry on studying

13

2

2

9

INFORMATION

CONTACT INFORMATION

Contact person: Diliou Argyroula

e-mail: ardil@aegean.gr

Telephone: +30 22510 36005

Example of one classroom activity

Discovering the linguistic needs of the two

target groups for level A1 (Beginners) –

Giving autonomy and motivation to

learners when they take an active role in

the planning of their course

HOW: The teacher put on the wall photos

of different communication situations

(university, tax service, booking a room in

hotel, travel agency, holidays, hospital,

school, interview for a job, library, tavern,

bank etc).

Erasmus students choose the pictures in

this order:

university, library, holidays, travelling,

shopping, tavern, services, hospital, job.

Migrants-refugees choose the pictures in

this order:

health/hospital, bank, services, school, job,

shopping, tavern, educational system

THERE IS NO PARTICIPATION IN A NEW 
ENVIRONMENT WITHOUT THE LANGUAGE

Number of migrants-refugees who 

attend(ed) Greek as a foreign language

2004-2015 2016-2019

4 13

Level of attendance 

A0A1 14

A2/B1 3
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